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We learned last week that the Scriptures present an exceedingly high and healthy view of sex. 
However, each of us have been touched by the way sex has been disordered in our world. Because 
sexuality is such a big deal, it can be hard to know how to process what Scriptures says, what the 
culture says, what our family says, what our friends say ... and let’s be honest, what our sexual desires 
say. 
 
For people seeking to follow or even become familiar with a Biblical sexual ethic in marriage, prior to 
marriage, or outside of marriage. Where can a productive conversation begin?  
 
Today’s passages will show us how sexuality is a big deal, but not always the biggest deal, and not the 
only big deal.   
 
1. Sex is a big deal, but not just for you, and that’s a big deal!  - 9 Or do you not know that wrongdoers 
will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor 
adulterers nor men who have sex with men 10 nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor slanderers 
nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God 
 
Kingdom is not about heaven. It is about the world remade, redeemed, restored. 
 
“1 Cor. 6:9-11 has provided the launching pad for countless moralistic sermons that decry the types of 
sinners listed here. In fact, the concern of the passage is that the Corinthians act as a community and 
assert the transformed identity of the baptized. The Corinthians are to stop seeing themselves as 
participants in the normal social and economic structures of their city and act corporately in a way that 
will prefigure and proclaim the Kingdom of God.”  - Richard Hayes 
 
Salvation was never intended to be about God’s people escaping this world for heaven. The purpose of 
salvation is for God to come down to renew and restore the world. It is about living out the reality of 
God’s Kingdom as heirs, ambassadors, and citizens of the coming kingdom in the here and now. 
 

• “inherit” – The Kingdom isn’t here yet in its full effect. That’s why Jesus instructs us to pray 
“your Kingdom come on earth as it is in heaven.” Not earned, given b/c of relationship. 

• Kingdom – perfect relationship with God, each other, the earth, perfect fellowship and 
flourishing. 

 

• Our time here as followers of Christ is to prepare us for that remade kingdom by living 
according to its principles in the present day. 

 
What do these all have in common? They put the desire of the individual above the needs of the 
community. They destroy the community. 
 



So when you have sex outside of marriage, it’s not that you’re just breaking a rule for getting into 
heaven. You are putting your own selfish individual needs ahead of the community.  You are 
participating in and contributing to the breakdown of a world you have been called to redeem. As such, 
you act as an opponent, an enemy, anything but an heir. 
 

• Sex is designed for creating long-term, permanent, relationships in community of family, 
community of faith, and in society. Sex, as well as the other behaviors listed, provides a picture 
of how one lives out their lives as either participants in the Kingdom life of God, or in opposition 
to it. 

 
2. Same-sex relations are a big deal, but not the only big deal. - Neither the sexually immoral nor 
idolaters nor adulterers nor men who have sex with men 10 nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards 
nor slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God 
 
What is Paul really talking about here? 
Sexual immorality - Pornea, general term for any sex outside covenant of marriage. 
Adulterers – Sex with someone other than your spouse 
Effeminate – The passive partner in same-sex activity 
Homosexuals – The active partner in same-sex activity 
 

• The text here is not just referencing exploitative and non-consensual acts, but also consensual 
sex between two adults of the same sex. 

 
What did Jesus say? Nothing explicitly. A lot implicitly. Used pornea in Matthew 5: 
The wide array of Jewish teaching of Jesus’ day was unanimous and non-disputing on its position 
regarding same-sex relations. 
 
Matthew 19:4-5 - “Haven’t you read,” he replied, “that at the beginning the Creator ‘made them male 
and female,’ 5and said, ‘For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his 
wife, and the two will become one flesh’ ? 6So they are no longer two, but one flesh. Therefore, what 
God has joined together, let no one separate.” 
 
Dr. Wesley Hill self-identifies at gay. Choosing a single and celibate life.  Wrote Washed and Waiting. 
Professor and Theologian at Trinity School in Pennsylvania -  quote 
 

• Jesus could have simply quoted the passage from Genesis 2 to specifically address the question 
of divorce. However, he goes back further, to Genesis 1 in order to re-state the definition, 
design, and intent of marriage for human flourishing. This is the way the Creator has designed 
human to relate to each other sexually. 

 
This week’s Calvary AfterParty Podcast will examine the following questions: 

• Is what Paul talking about the same as the consensual, monogamous, committed, same-sex 
relationships of today? 



• If two consenting people of the same sex love each other, why shouldn’t they be able to get 
married? 

• Like slavery, race, and women’s rights, is the church on the wrong side of history here? 

• What is the problem; the presence of same-sex attraction, acting on that attraction, or both? 
 
Sexual sin is not the only sin in this list! 
Look at the range of these things: We immediately notice homosexuality, we immediately notice 
adultery, but notice the other things: 

• Idolaters 

• Drunkards 

• Greed-Materialism 

• Revilers-Gossips 

• Swindlers-ruthless business practices, not illegal ones. 

• Liberal overlooks the sexual to focus on social and financial sin. 

• Conservative overlooks the social and financial sin to focus on sexual sin.  
 

• While Paul is clear on the specific type of sexual immorality he is addressing, he is just as clear 
that other forms of sin are equally destructive to the community and are equally indicative of 
one’s disconnection with the Kingdom of God.   

 
Such a wide range of disorder helps us maintain a right posture before God and others. Gratitude, 
humility, and compassionate conviction. 
 
3. Your posture in speaking truth is just as big a deal as the truth you are speaking. - The Word 
became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have seen his glory, the glory of the one and only 
Son, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth. - John 1:14 
 
David Gushee audio clip - These stories should break our hearts because this is how many Christians 
respond when a friend or family member comes out.  
 
Dr. Gushee is conflating the poor posture with the ethic. This is a mistake. We need to separate the 
teaching from the posture. 
 
Jesus held to this ethic,  and did so in a posture that sacrificed neither grace, not truth. 
 

• “Truth without grace is mean. Grace without truth is meaningless.” – Jimmy Evans 
 
Jesus showed the way – full of grace AND truth. Whether it was Zacchaeus, The Roman Centurion, the 
thief on the cross, the woman caught in adultery, the woman at the well, or the countless other 
examples. We do not see Jesus taking a posture that denigrates, dehumanizes, or isolates people, nor 
compromising the high ethic by which he lived and called others to live. He welcomes them, calls them 
to belong by loving them in truth, speaking truth in love, and offering healing for them physically, 
socially, and spiritually. 



 

• When a Christ-follower treats another in a minimizing, dehumanizing, isolating, or 
condescending, they are no longer at that point following Christ. Christ does not lead his people 
to such a posture. Check your posture before making your point. 

 
4. Sexual sin is not an unpardonable sin, and that’s a really big deal! - 11 And that is what some of you 
were. But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ 
and by the Spirit of our God. 
 
See faithfulness in sex as a part of formation, a way to be prepared for the new creation of this world 
through Jesus. 
 

• In both marriage and singleness, sexual temptation is present. Much like a diet, sexual 
faithfulness involves bringing our natural desires under subjection to Christ.  

• If you’ve messed up, understand everyone has. The opening list spans spiritual unfaithfulness 
in all forms; sexual, relational, financial, emotional, and spiritual. All are forms of unfaithfulness 
to Jesus. Before Jesus, all of us are guilty. Through Jesus, all can be forgiven. 

• You are not alone - Get help: accountability group, therapy, relationships. 
 

In Jesus, all sexual sinners are confronted, cleansed, and commissioned to live by the grace given 
through Jesus. 

Questions to Ponder 

• Why is it important to focus on the impact of disordered sexual practice on BOTH the individual AND 
the community? 

• Think through the range of 1 Cor. 6:9-10. What do you think of the fact that Paul does not 
differentiate between sins of sex, money, and power? What “part” does sexuality play in the whole of 
your life? 

• How has your understanding of “Kingdom” been confirmed or challenged in this message? 

• Why do you think some sins are elevated while others are minimized? 

• Discuss same-sex relations. What is your response? How has your response changed or become 
complicated due to a knowing someone who is same-sex attracted? 

• How do you process the fact that Paul lists sexual sins alongside gossip and financial sin? 

• How’s your posture? What issues test the tension of your balance of grace and truth? Why is this? 

• If you have questions or would like to know more about the healing and forgiveness offered in Christ, 
please let us know through the Connect Card, or at the Welcome Center. 

• Remember, Kevin will address additional question on the Calvary Afterparty podcast. Check it out on 
our website - http://cbclascruces.org/messages/podcast  

 
Additional Resources: 

• Here’s is a link to Scot McKnight’s piece on what Jesus would have meant by using pornea. 
http://www.patheos.com/blogs/jesuscreed/2014/04/04/what-is-porneia-to-a-1st-century-jew/ 

• It is important to note that Christians who are affirming of same-sex relations often posit that the 
practices described by Paul in the New Testament are not the same as the consensual, monogamous, 

http://cbclascruces.org/messages/podcast
http://www.patheos.com/blogs/jesuscreed/2014/04/04/what-is-porneia-to-a-1st-century-jew/


committed same-sex relationships present today. For this reason, they do not believe the Scriptures 
prohibit such expressions of same-sex relations. Liberal scholars specializing in historical, cultural, 
setting of the Bible, and of the Bible itself, however, are clear in their assessment and agreement with 
conservative scholars that consensual, monogamous, same-sex relationships existed in Paul’s day, 
and that the prohibitive texts of the New Testament would have included these types of relationships. 
Here is a piece outlining and quoting 10 such scholars. https://barbwire.com/2014/04/29/liberal-
scholars-homosexuality/ 

• Some excellent books on LGBTQ questions and issues: 
o People to be Loved, by Dr. Preston Sprinkle 
o Understanding Gender Dysphoria, by Dr. Mark Yarhouse 
o Messy Grace, by Caleb Kaltenbach 
o Love is an Orientation, and Us Versus Us, both by Andrew Marin 
o Washed and Waiting, by Dr. Wesley Hill 
o Homosexuality and the Bible: Two Views, by Dr. Daniel Via (affirming view) and Dr. Robert 

Gagnon (non-affirming view) 

• Also, check out: 
o The Center for Faith, Sexuality, and Gender - http://centerforfaith.com/ 
o Talks by Mark Yarhouse - http://qideas.org/contributors/dr.-mark-yarhouse/ 
o Talks by Caleb Kaltenbach - http://qideas.org/contributors/caleb-kaltenbach-1/ 
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